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Attendees:  Brian Anderson, Boeing; Joe Anderson (phone); Kerry Bauman, King County; Elizabeth 

Butler, RCO; David Casey, Maple Valley; Jeff Cordell, UW; Annika Fain (phone); Troy Fields, Midsound 

Fisheries Enhancement Group; Larry Fisher, WDFW; Chris Gregersen, King County; Kollin Higgins, King 

County; Amanda Leon, Normandy Park (phone); Katherine Lynch, Seattle Public Utilities; Kathy Minsch, 

Seattle; Joan Nolan, Ecology; Elissa Ostergaard, WRIA 9; Tyler Patterson, Tacoma Water; Mike Perfetti, 

Tukwila; Scott Pozarycki, Army Corps of Engineers (phone); Bruce Wulkan, Puget Sound Partnership 

 

Middle Green River Chinook Productivity - Kollin, Joe, Elissa 

Implications of Joe Anderson’s analysis of life history diversity, rearing habitat, spawning habitat, and 

flows in the Middle Green based on outmigrant smolt counts at the trap at RM 34 and adult counts. 

- The group went over the one-page summary of Joe Anderson’s work   

o There was concern that some of the statements could be interpreted to mean that spawning 

habitat is not important. However, Scott pointed out that gravel supplementation has turned 

an armored bed to a river that has spawning areas for fish. There’s also an impression that 

there’s a tradeoff between the spawning habitat funds and rearing habitat funds.  Policy MS-1 

does distinguish amount of funding between spawning and rearing habitat projects, and says 

how much funding we’ll spend on different types of funding:  30% rearing, 30% spawning 

habitat in Middle and upper Lower Green, and 40% in the Duwamish transition zone. This 

might emphasize the wrong thing, and is difficult for the WRIA 9 team to control. Good grant 

writing can skew where the money goes; there are other things to balance as well, such as 

projects in different stages of implementation and throughout the watershed. It has been 

difficult to maneuver as far as allocating to different areas; also, many  projects meant for 

spawning benefit rearing and vice-versa.  

o Elissa- We are embarking on a two year process to update the salmon habitat plan. First we’re 

focusing on science topics that are new information that we didn’t have before (productivity, 

climate change, contamination) to incorporate topics into new habitat plan. So now, what is 

the science and what are the implications? We’ll look at it topic by topic, then go through the 

chapters with the overview. So this is meant to summarize this issue, not integrate it with all 

the other issues.  

o Joe- The Corps’ gravel nourishment project, since 2002, occurs where most of the sampling 

occurs, and without this habitat we might not have found these results. Also, thinking of the 

habitats individually may be a false dichotomy, since adding gravel and wood to the river likely 

helps both spawning and rearing habitat.  

o With Sandie O’Neil and WDFW’s findings of contaminated juvenile fish in the Duwamish, there 

may be more emphasis placed on rearing habitat in the middle river in the future.  

-  Joe’s point- we need to be careful about saying high flows have a negative impact on Chinook 

productivity, because in the long-term, occasional high flows are really important for habitat 

forming.  



o The 3 lowest productivities across 15 years of data occurred on years when peak flows 

exceeded 10,000 cfs according to Joe’s graph. Not much of a trend up to 5 or 7 thousand cfs, 

not a ton of data points, but looks like it really drops off above 8k, with moderate productivity 

around 8 or 8.5k cfs. Maybe those are years with low spawners, which release density 

dependence and create higher productivity.  

o If we have to spill water at rates that are going to scour redds, maybe we should also realize 

the benefit of those habitat forming flows and release more water over a shorter period of 

time than what we do currently, where it is spread over several days. Specifically, if the Corps 

had the choice of dumping water at 8k for 10 days vs 10k for 2 days, do you try to bump up the 

flow for habitat forming vs leave it low?  

o Scott agreed it would be good to discuss changing the way the high flows are released. 

Currently they take the peak off the flow and extend the duration of the moderate flows. 

Reason is to manage flows to protect levees. So if we talk about how we release these flows, 

we need to bring in the KC FCD folks as well. Interesting thought worth pursuing.  

- Edits made to the summary of Joe’s work:  

o Added a bullet that it did not evaluate the quality of spawning habitat, only the quantity. 

o Differentiate- high PEAK flows result in fewer parr, but years with long duration flows above 

1200 cfs in the spring produce more parr.  

 Joe- hard to separate individual really low flows vs prolonged periods of low flow, so 

avoiding both is necessary to protect fish 

o Separated bottom section:  Policy Implications and Future Technical Work.  

o Made recommendation:  WRIA 9 should work with the Corps to examine the relationship 

between high flows, habitat relationships, and scour.  

- In future – WRIA 9 and the Corps will talk more about adding a second smolt trap in the Lower 

Green to understand fry/parr and rearing below current smolt trap.  

 

ITC Business 

- Introduced Chris Gregersen, who will be the new co-chair, helping Elissa, with the ITC. Welcome! 

- The ITC web site has been updated, and now includes a link to the updated charter and membership 

list.  http://www.govlink.org/watersheds/9/committees/ImpleTechCmte.aspx 

- Updated the ITC membership list based on input from the group.  

 

Schedule for the salmon habitat plan update - Elissa 

o Two-year plan to update the Salmon Habitat Plan. It will be important for members to read 

through materials between meetings. Our proposed public input process uses “Informed 

Consent” - present the problem, new information, get input, then we go back and make the 

decision rather than make it behind closed doors so everyone understands the process and 

reasoning. Once we have vetted the science topics, we will schedule a workshop (likely middle-

late 2017) where these topics are presented, then look at old policies/programs/projects and 

determine which need to be updated or if there are new ones needed.  

o Kollin- An FYI Curtis DeGasperi will be working up a technical memo for the WRIA from all the 

temperature data from all of the jurisdictions on the green.  

http://www.govlink.org/watersheds/9/committees/ImpleTechCmte.aspx


o Tyler can give the ITC a talk about his off channel work on the Middle Green in the next month. 

  

Riparian Revegetation Strategy - Elissa 

o Plan to finalize strategy by May, which will help organize revegetation actions and attract 

funding. Discussed prioritization and goals to make sure the working group is headed in the 

right direction.  

o Areas of the watershed were ranked by order of importance. Main drivers are temperature and 

habitat created by trees, including terrestrial insects, etc. (There was no TMDL in Duwamish 

because it’s tidally influenced and difficult to model. ) Other considerations are climate and 

equity and social justice. Will be developing goals by subwatershed. 

o Kollin would like to look into forage fish surveys in the area done by DFW, and if there’s more 

year round spawning then we think we should bump up the nearshore priority to help protect 

eggs for summer spawning. These are important food source for Chinook, both returning adults 

and yearlings.  

 

Round Robin Updates 

- Kathy- In Seattle Times today, the city is suing Monsanto for PCB’s in the Duwamish. They produced 

PCBs for years after they knew it was toxic, and have never been held accountable for cleanup.  

- Joan- starting up meetings for the Pollutant Loading Assessment again. April 6th will be meeting for 

anyone who wants to come.  

- Kollin- Saltwater State Park/McSorely Creek is moving along through early design. Had a meeting 

yesterday with state parks, consulting team, and WRIA 9. State Parks has been more open to large 

scale restoration than they have in the past. Looking fairly positive, state park needs to review 

concepts for how much they need for their park facilities.  

- Mike- Chinook Wind project on Duwamish -  just had a precon meeting to demolish Riverside hotel. 

That will be cleared and grassed in prep for the restoration project there. Also trying to finish the 

design on the fish barrier at Riverton creek, getting a consultant to finish the design and permitting . 

Gilliam Creek:  trying to create fish passage there. Nelson side channel -  hope is to get some funding 

to restore. Kollin: a new hotel has been proposed there, so there’s a need to work on that and its 

impacts to future restoration.  

- Troy- Midsound won a Green the Green grant for development of outreach materials, riparian work 

in Covington, and WDFW land with the Middle Green Coalition. Waterworks grant, which will be 

more implementation and what we find through Green the Green.  

- Elissa- Submitted Near Term Action (NTA) proposal to get a half-time Duwamish basin steward.  

o Others shared their NTA proposals:  

- Kollin – Redoing the marine shoreline survey looking for permitted/new bulkheads; and a survey of 

cold water sources in the Green. 

- Dave Casey- in charge of stormwater retrofits for City of Maple Valley. 8 or 9 stormwater retrofits a 

year. Focus on some low impact technology and interceptors.   

- Kathy – Seattle put in 10 – including 3 new shoreline projects:  Lowman Beach, Myrtle Edwards, and 

Smith Cove; and shoreline metrics to inform mitigation. 

- Troy put in an NTA for Soos Creek. 


